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Wavelength stabilization and control of the emission of pulsed dye lasers
by means of a multibeam Fizeau interferometer

C. Cahen, J. P. Jegou, J. Pelon, P. Gildwarg and J. Porteneuve 

Service d’Aéronomie du CNRS, BP 3, 91370 Verrières le Buisson, France. 

(Reçu le 20 novembre 1980, révisé le 18 février 1981, accepté le 20 février 1981 )

Résumé. 2014 Nous avons construit et testé au cours d’expériences lidar de routine un système interférométrique
qui stabilise et contrôle la longueur d’onde d’émission de lasers pulsés à colorant délivrant des impulsions de
quelques nanosecondes ou de quelques microsecondes. Ce système permet une commutation rapide, toutes les
secondes, entre des longueurs d’onde prédéterminées. La résolution effective de l’appareil est de 4 x 106.

Abstract. 2014 An interferometric system to stabilize and control the emission wavelength of pulsed dye lasers with
nanosecond or microsecond pulse duration has been constructed and tested during routine lidar field experi-
ments. Switching between predetermined wavelengths can also be performed within short time intervals (1 s).
The effective resolution of the system is 4 x 106.
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1. Introduction. - The determination by laser

soundings (lidar technique) of physical parameters
and minor constituent concentrations in the atmo-

sphere is a continuously expending experimental
field [1]. The usual spectral requirements on line-
width and line positioning accuracy for atomic or
molecular spectroscopy are more difficult to fulfil duel
to the use of high energy pulsed lasers with narrow
line emission necessary for remote measurements.
Narrow line emission and high output laser energy
are some contradictory requirements which can be
partially overcome using injection locking or ampli-
fying techniques or a combination of them [2, 3].
Measurements using the differential absorption lidar
technique (DIAL) [4] will also need a rapid switching
between two or more predetermined wavelengths
corresponding to different values of the absorption
cross section for the species under study. Furthermore,
the use of lidar systems for ground based continuous
monitoring or for airborne experiments requires a
near complete automatization of the experimental
system. We have thus designed and constructed an
operational device for wavelength control and stabi-
lization based on an interferometric analysis of the
laser line by means of a multibeam Fizeau interfero-
meter associated with a multichannel electronic control

system.
The choice of the optical system will be referenced

in the paragraph 2 ; a description of the experimental
set-up will be given in paragraph 3 and the electronic

processing and data acquisition is described in para-
graph 4. The overall performances of the system and
its application to specific operational lidar measure-
ments are the subject of paragraphs 5 and 6.

2. Optical analyser., - 2.1 THE CHOICE OF AN

INTERFEROMETER. - The choice of the optical element
used to perform the spectral analysis of the laser line
has to take into account the specific requirements of
the lidar experiments. A determining parameter is
then the ratio between the laser linewidth and the

stability of the emission wavelength. Whereas the
linewidth itself for various studies may vary by at
least 2 orders of magnitude depending on the nature
of the atomic or molecular transitions studied (elec-
tronic, vibration, rotation bands, ...), the ratio between
the linewidth and the line positioning is shown to be
conservative and of the order ouf 10 [5]. Besides this
requirement, the wavelength excursion range necessary
to obtain a significant change of the absorption by the
constituent under study is generally no larger than
3 to 5 times the absorption linewidth. Thus an optical
analysis system with a ratio of 100 between total
spectral range and its apparatus function will be well
adapted to the measurement, provided that the range
itself could be varied for each specific experiment by
changing the dispersive element. All these considera-
tions led us to the choice of interferometric devices ;
among the interferometers, the multibeam Fizeau
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interferometer show specific features well adapted to
a suitable optical stabilization scheme :
- an interference pattern where the fringes are

lines matching the detector geometry of a photodiode
array [6],
- a linear phase variation on the line of greatest

slope simplifying the servo-locking process,
- a non-critical positioning of the detector mount

in the interference field.
These characteristics are analysed in the next

section.

2.2 MULTIBEAM FIZEAU INTERFEROMETER. - The

theory has been developed by Brossel [7], Born and
Wolf [8] and only the main results will be summarized
here. In the case of a normal incidence and if one
neglects the refraction effects, the différence in the
optical paths between thepth wave (Ep) and the directly
transmitted wave (03A30) at a point M(Xo, Yo) (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. - Ray-tracing of the representation of the interference
pattern.

where Yo = e/tg ~, ~ is the wedge angle and e the
interferometer thickness assumed constant over the
interference field. For high reflectivity plates (R &#x3E; 0.9)
the largest value of p which gives a significant contri-
bution to the interference pattern and consequently
has to be retained is of the order of 102. Then neglecting
the variations of ô p along the X axis and using a
serial expansion in powers of ç of the third order,
one obtains a simplified expression of ô p

This expression separates into two terms : 
- the first one, 2 pe, leads to a spectral intensity

distribution similar to the one obtained for the plane
parallel Fabry-Perot etalon (F.P.) so that, by analogy,
the interferometer resolving power, finesse and free
spectral range (F.S.R.) can be defined [8] ;
- the second term, 4/3 p3 eqJ2, introduces a distor-

tion into the spectral intensity distribution. The
magnitude of this distortion is given by the comparison

Fig. 2. - Experimental apparatus function of a Fizeau interfero-
meter (e = 4.5 mm, R = 0.95) as determined using a single longi-
tudinal mode stabilized CW He-Ne laser as a source. One division
corresponds to : 0.6 pm or a phase différence of 10-’ x 2 n for
the He-Ne wavelength. The ordinate unit is arbitrary in order to
point out the boundings and the distortion of the spectral distri-
bution intensity.

Fig. 3. - Computed apparatus function for the following para-
meters : e = 4.5 mm, 0 - 0 and different values of the reflectivity
coefficient R. The ordinate is normalized to the unity for R = 0 %.
Comparison with figure 2 results are in good agreement.
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between the magnitude of this 2nd term and since
a change of 03BB in the optical path corresponds to a
2 n change in the phase function. If 4/3 p3/e~2 ~ À,
the distortion is negligible. However for our usual
experimental .conditions in the visible region
(03BB = 632.8 nm, e = 4 mn and ç = 10" (see 3.1)),
one finds a value of 4 p3 e~2/3 03BB equal to ,20. The
resulting pattern distortion is then apparent in the
figure 2 which displays the experimental apparatus
function recorded with a stabilized C.W. He-Ne laser.
This experimental result agrees with the apparatus
function computed (Fig. 3) for different values of the
parameters by adding up the complex amplitudes at
the points M in the interference field (see Fig. 1).

3. Expérimental set-up. - 3.1 SPECIFICATIONS. -
To take into account the dynamical range of the sys-
tem as previously defined (see 2.1) a finesse value of
- 100 is required corresponding to a reflexion coeffi-
cient of the plates R = 0.98 and a flatness of À/200.
A minimal transverse dimension 0 Y along the Y axis
(see Fig. 1) may be determined to satisfy the complete
geometric build up of a fringe. From the figure 1,
A Y as related to a one fringe build up is expressed
by :

By equating this value to a/2 where a is the interfringe
interval as given by :

an optimum value of the wedge angle ç (~10") is
obtained for the given value of the finesse. Then, the
minimum value of the transverse dimension of the
detector and coated plate diameter is calculated to be
12 mm. To obtain the highest value of the resolving
power the incident beam has ’to be collimated as well
as possible : the source extension and the focal length
of the collimating lens are defmed according to the
criterion of Dufour and Picca [8] which leads to a
typical value of the angular aperture ~ 10-3 rad. To
ensure a high thermal stability of the interferometer,
the two plates are optically contacted with a low
expansion glass-ceramic. The usefull coated aperture
has a diameter of 16 mm. Furthermore, to monitor
the long term variation of the fringes position with
respect to the detector array, a stabilized single longi-
tudinal mode He-Ne laser is used and the wavelength
of the pulsed laser line is then retriewed with respect
to the He-Ne identified diode cell. For absolute wave-
length measurement, the system can be calibrated
using a monochromatic source (atomic or molecular
reference) of known wavelength within the same order
of interference of the laser wavelength ; the position
of the He-Ne beam in terms of diode cell can then be
calculated and expressed as an absolute value. 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM. - The experimental
set-up is described in the figure 4. The semi-transparent
thin plate Q and the divergent lens (2) are used to
mix the laser beam and the referénce beam (e.g. He-Ne
laser beam). The microscope objective (3) focuses the
two beams on the pinhole . An achromatic lens 

Fig. 4. - Optical set-up of the Fizeau interferometer analyser :  semi-transparent thin plate, (2) divergent lens ( f = - 30 mm, 0 18 mm),
 microscope objective ( f = 16 mm, 0 8 mm),  pinhole (20 03BCm),  achromatic lens ( f = 60 mm, 0 18 mm),  interferometer,
 detector.
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collimates the beam onto the interferometer . The
detector (7) is a self-scanned photodiode array from
Reticon [9] with 512 bar-shaped cells with a width
of 25 gm. This device is operated in the charge-

storage mode leading to a high sensitivity [10]. The
total length of the optical beach is 380 mm. The whole
system is thus very compact and mechanically stable.
A photograph of the system is shown in the figure 5.

Fig. 5. - Photograph of the optical set-up, showing its compactness and its associated electronic package in a ground-based configuration.

’ 4. Electronic processing. - The typical electronic
processing includes the following steps (Fig. 6). First
the reference beam is blocked and the electronic
functions are reset to their initial values. The laser
is triggered and part of the beam is sent onto the
interferometric device. The photodiode array gives an, 
opto-electronic readout. The output is then digitized
and transferred into a buffer memory ; this memory
can be either a 512 x 8 bits memory as part of the
device itself or the central memory of any other pro-
cessor. The array scanning frequency is limited by the
transfer speed to the buffer memory. The scanning
time for the 512 cells is equal to 4 ms. The relative
laser energy and the line center position are computed
from the stored data. The reference beam is then
unblocked and the position of the illuminated cell is
processed by a video scan (an electronic simulation
of this second scan can also be preprogrammed if no
laser reference is used). The difference in number of
cells between the reference line center and the laser
line center is then measured and converted into an

error signal applied to a stepping motor tuning a laser
oscillator element (F.P. or grating) which controls the
emission wavelength. The loop gain applied on the
error signal is adjusted with respect to the transfer
function of this wavelength selector (03BB as a function
of the incidence angle).
For dual wavelength measurements (e.g. differential

absorption) the wavelength of the laser emission has
to be switched between two predetermined values.
Thèse values in terms of diode cell position are stored
in the logical memory. A new logical step is added
in the electronic processing : the difference between
the two references is converted into a presetted switch-
ing signal which can be applied to the stepping motor.
Its duration is imposed by the value of the shift bet-
Vveen the references and by the speed of the stepping
motor. When it occurs, the control sequence onto a

reference is unlocked until the laser line lies within
the error range (a tenth of the laser linewidth, see
table I) of the new reference. The time interval between
two automatic switchings is preprogrammed with
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Fig. 6. - Flow diagram showing the electronic functions of the
wavelength stabilization scheme.

respect to the characteristics required by the atmo-
spheric measurements (sec chap. 6).

5. Characteristics. - The F.S.R. of the Fizeau
interferometer is adjusted to cover the 3/5 of the
transverse dimension of the photodiode array so that 
the resolution of the system is not limited by the
number of diodes per unit length ; 300 diodes are
available within a F.S.R. whereas the optical fmesse
is 80. Thus, and taking into account the linearity of
the optical and electronic systems, the fluctuation of
the laser line on a shot to shot basis is of the order
of the interferometer resolution and constant upon the
F.S.R.
Whereas the apparatus function of the Fizeau inter-

ferometer is asymmetric, the value of the laser line-
width can also be determined by using the video signal
delivered by the electronic system. The charge storage
operation mode (see 3.2) and the inclusion of a buffer
memory (see 4) made possible the use of any type of
low frequency oscilloscope to record the spectra of
short laser pulses even in the nanosecond time duration
range. The overall electronic processing time is less
than 10 ms so that pulsed lasers with a 100 Hz repe-
tition rate can be stabilized and controlled.
As pointed out in 3. 1 absolute wavelength calibra+

tions might require the use of incoherent standard
sources. To increase the light flux on the detector in
these measurements one can take advantage of the

rable 1.

zero curvature of the transverse optical field to insert
a cylindrical lens in the front of the array or to use
larger size diode cells without resolution loss. 

6. Applications and performances. - This device
is presently used in various field experiments at the
Haute-Provence Observatory lidar facility. These
include DIAL measurements involving both electronic
transitions (U.V. wavelength range) [ 11 ] and vibration-
rotation bands (near infrared) and atomic resonance
studies in the high atmosphere [12].
One device monitors the wavelength of a flashlamp

pumped dye laser operating the resonance excitation
of the lithium isotopes (Fig. 7). It tunes the position
of the thickest intra-cavity F.P. to stabilize the wave-
length onto a reference.

Using a 4.5 mm thick interferometer with a finesse

of 80, the microsecond pulsed émission at 670.8 nm
with a linewidth of 6 pm has been stabilized during
an 8 hours long experiment with a relative accuracy
of 0.5 pm corresponding to a resolution of 1 x 106.
An illustration of the wavelength stabilization, on a
shot to shot basis, is presented in figure 8. In figure 8a
we represent the error signal versus time, whereas in
figure 8b we shôw the angular évolution of the tuning
element (F.P.) of the laser cavity. In a similar way in
the nanosecond pulse duration range, a Nd Yag
pumped dye laser is stabilized by one device using a
9 mm thick interferometer with a relative accuracy
of 0.15 pm. The emission is centered at 723.2 nm, the
laser linewidth is 2 pm leading to a resolution of
4 x 106. A switching between two wavelengths is puer-
formed every 10 s in a time shorter than 1 s. Taking
advantage of the computer control (PDP 11/34) of the
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Fig. 7. - Schematic diagram of the wavelength control of a F.P.
tuned dye laser. The flash lamp pumped dye laser has an hexa-
elliptical head detailed in J. Y. Allain [13]. The stepping rotation
of the F.P.2 makes the wavelength émission stabilize close to a
reference or switch between the two ones.

experiment, the laser linewidth and line position are
monitored on a shot to shot basis to improve the data
accuracy.
The characteristics of thèse systems are summarized

in table 1 which includes also the stabilization and
switching requirements already performed.

7. Conclusion. - We have designed and cons-
tructed a reliable system to stabilize and control the
emission wavelength of pulsed dye lasers (nanosecond
or microsecond pulse duration) with a resolving
power up to 4 x 106. Rapid switching between two
or more predetermined wavelengths can be performed
within a short given interval of time. Due to its original

Fig. 8. - a) Temporal fluctuations of the error signal. One cell
represents 1.3, mA. b) Temporal evolution of the position of the
tuning element (F.P.2) in the laser cavity. The microsecond pulsed
emission is controlled every 0.5 s (a 2 Hz repetition rate laser) and
the angular position of the F.P.2 is changed by an integer number
of steps.

dispersive element, a multibeam Fizeau interferometer,
its complete automatization and computer control,
our system is of particular interest for spectroscopic
applications of pulsed dye lasers and atmospheric
laser soundings for both ground based or airborne
measurements.
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